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Small industries as vital to the rapid economic growth
of developing countries is now being recognized. More than
the large industries sector, small industries contribute to
a wide disposal of the benefits of industrialization both
regionally and sectionally. The past performance of the
Singapore economy in the last decade has been attributed, in
a great measure, to the small industries which have played
the pivotal role.
It has been noted that the marketing problems on the
Singapore small industries are rather typical than other
aspects, such as, finance, management and/or accounting.
In the light of introducing the marketing-techniques to the
industries and suggestions for its substantial further growth,
the study of this kind is likely to be intended. Before in
the attempt of detail measure of the marketing activities,
the present situation of the industries and the economic
climate of the country are described.
A special word of thanks to the respondent factories
who had answered the questionnaires and provided their
2valuable information and ideas for the study is now to be
said. It is particularly indebted to the assistance of the
Singapore Light Industries Services of the Economic
Development Board, Singapore National Productivity Centre
and the Hong Kong institutes: such as Hong Kong Productivity
Centre, Singapore Economic Development Board in Hong Kong,
and the Hong Kong Trade Development Council,
The Writer wish, finally, to record the appreciation
for Dr. K. C. Mun, the thesis supervisor, and Dr. H. Sutu,
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6CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Objectives of the Study
Singapore has the earnest desire to be developed into
a mini entrepot-manufacturing economy, akin to that of Hong
Kong. It is a mini economy because of the small size (about
225.6 square miles) and population (about 2.1 million people)
with practically no natural resources of her own, 1 The
objectives of industrialization are first to solve the acute
problem of unemployment, second to induce a high growth rate
of the economy in terms of G.N.P. or income per capita and
third to reduce the dependence of the economy on entrepot
trade. For manufacturing industries, Singapore has to import
raw materials, to market part.of the products locally and the
other part abroad. Since the home market is so small, modern
large scale industries cannot be induced.
+Singapor, A Ministry of Culture Publication,
Singapore, 19?1 Singapore: The Government Printing Office,
1971), pp.67-71.
7According to statistics in 197o, there were 1,747
factories employing 10 and more workers, 1,284 or 73% of
them were employing less than 49 workers. In terms of number
of workers, they employed 28,584 of the total industrial
employment.1 Therefore, small industry has been playing
an important role in the economy of Singapore.
This study has three objectives:
1. To study the marketing activities of the small
industries in Singapore.
2. To analyse their marketing problems.
3. To recommend some marketing strategies for their
future development.
Scope of the Study
This study does not pretend to cover a wide range
of small industries. in Singapore. Because of limited time
and resources, 350 small factories in Singapore have been
selected for this study. These samples represent a variety
of small industries including food, beverage, tobacco,
textiles, footwear, wood and cork, furniture and fixtures,
paper, printing, leather, rubber products, chemical products,
1Singapore, Deparment of Statistics, Report on the
Census of Industrial Production 1970 (Singapore: The
Government Printing Office, 1972), P. 7.
8metal products, machinery, electrical machinery, transport
equipment and others.
Research Methodology of the Study
Primary data
Design of questionnaires1
Questionnaires in this study are divided into three
groups. The first group is designed to obtain the general
information related to the size of the factories under study
and the average number of employees. The second group is
designed to obtained information concerning the local sales
practices and problems of the small industries. The third
group is designed to obtain information concerning the
exports practices and problems of small industries in
Singapore.
Selection of the sample
Because of the large number of small industries in
Singapore, it is impossible to include all factories in this
study. Therefore, all samples are selected from the
Manufacturers' Directory which is provided by the officer
1A copy of questionnaires is in the Appendix II.
9of the Light Industries Services of the Economic Development
Board in Singapore.
Survey method
Due to the shortage of time and money, the research
was carried out by mailing questionnaires to the respondents.
A letter explaining the aim of the survey and a set of
questionnaires in both Chinese and English were despatched.
In order to secure the co-operation of respondents, the
letter stressed that the information obtained would be
treated in strict confidence.1
The random sampling method was adopted. Questionnaires
were sent to 350 small industries in Singapore. Out of this
sample, 95 were returned, of which, 36 were completed 6
were unfilled; 23 were discarded because of incompleteness
in some details 30 were returned due to non-delivery and
245 fell on unreceptive group. Table I-1 shows the response
rate.
The response rate is 11.9% which would be considered
quite low. It is due to the low education level of
industrialists of small industries. The survey will be more
complete, if a personal interview be carried out. But due
to time limit, it is not possible to do so.








Number of Completed Respondents 36
Completed Response Rate 11.9%
36
Completed Response Rate
350- (6+ 30+ 23)
11.9%
However, personal interviews were carried out with
the officers of the Light Industries Services of the Economic
Development Board, National Productivity Centre in Singapore,
and the officer of Singapore Economic Development Board in
Hong Kong.
Secondary data
The secondary data are mainly depended on government
publications, while other data are obtained from the
libraries of the universities and other public libraries,
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newspaper cutting, journals, magazines, and so on.
26 letter were mailed to the government or related
institutes or associations of the selected countries, e.g.
Australia, Burma, Cambodia, Ceylon, Hong Kong, India,
Indonesia, Iran, Japan, Malaysia, New Zealand, Philippines,
Singapore, South Korea, South Vietnam, Taiwan, Thailand,
U.S.A., and other countries, asking for up-to-date data
for reference.
Definition
According to the American Marketing Association,
marketing as the performance of business activities that
direct the flow of goods and services from producer to
consumer or user. l This definition of marketing is the one
most generally accepted. In this thesis, marketing is defined
as the business process by which products of small industries
are matched with markets and through which transfers of
ownership are effected.
There are many suggested definitions of small
industries, but no uniform definition has been set, the
1Committee on Definitions of the American Marketing
Association, Marketing Definitions:A Glossary of Marketing
Terms tChicago: American Marketing Association, 1963), p.15.
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definition differs from country to country.1
Generally speaking, a small industry can be defined
in many ways, according to whether the purpose in view is
analytical, administrative, or statistical.
To define small industries in Singapore is not an
easy job. In Singapore, the criteria of classification
for the firm size are capital, number of employees, and
production capacity.
Eugene Staley and Richard Morse suggested that any
establishment with less than 100 employees as belonging to
small industries.2
The ECAFE Working Party on Cottage and Small-Scale
Industries in 1952, in an attempt to standardize terminology,
suggested that a small-scale industry should be defined as
one which is operated mainly with hired labour usually not
exceeding 50 workers in any establishment or unit not using
any motive power in any operation, or 20 workers in an
establishment or unit using such power not exceeding 50
Asian Productivity Organization, Finance Policies
For Small Industries in Five Asian Countries (Philippines:
The APO Regional Information Unit, 1969), p. 3.
2Eugene Staley and Richard Morse, Modern Small
Industry for Devel in Countries (Tokyo: Kogakusha Company,
Ltd.) 1965) p. 14.
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horsepower."1
H. D. Fong suggested that any establishment with
less than 100 workers are classified as small industries in
Singapore.2
The Light Industries Services of the Economic
Development Board in Singapore defined that any establishment
with paid-up capital not more than S$2501000 and the working
force is less than 50 in number are classified as small
industries.3
In this study, we adopted the definition of the
Light Industries Services of the Economic Development Board
in Singapore for classifying small industry in terms of
number of employees and paid-up capital.
Importance of Small Industries
Industrial output in Singapore had increased from
J. George Robinson, Programmed Training for Managers
f Small Business (Singapore: McGraw-Hill Far Eastern
Publishers (S) Ltd., 1971), p.4.
2H. D. Fong, Small Industry in Singapore (Singapore:
University Education Press 1971), p.1.
3Soo Meng Yeo, "Problems of Singapore's Small
Industries- Technical Aspects" (paper presented at the
Seminar of the Economic Workshop 1970, Nanyang University
Singapore, December 4-5, 1970), p. 1,
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S$1,592 million in 1963 to S$3,891 million in 1970.1 In the
period of 1963-1970, the industrial production increased not
only large industries had contributed in this rapid growth,
but also small industries had been playing an important
role in this development.
Small industry, being largely labour intensive, helps
to provide greater employment than industry which is
primarily capital intensive. The rate of growth in
manufacturing employment has jumped to peak levels since
1970, which exceed that achieved in 1963.. The contribution
has come more from large 'than from small industry, as during
1969-1970, the proportion of manufacturing employment for small
industry fell from 28% to 24% while that for large industry
rose from 72% to 76%2. The small industry, however, still
employs many workers in the manufacturing industries which
does not indicate in the Report on the Census of Industrial
Production.
1Due to the limited availability of statistics
industrial output is the production of establishments
engaging 10 or more workers, and it is excluded rubber
processing. See Singapore, Department of Statistics, Yearbook
of Statistics,1970(Singapore:The Government Printing Office,
1972),p.44. Singapore,Department of Statistics,Report on
the Census of Industrial Production,1970(Singapore:The
Government Printing Office,1972),p.7.
2Singapore,Department of Statistics,Report on the
Census of Industrial Production,1969-70(Singapore:The
Government Printing Office,1971-72).
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Secondly, the small industry is one of the important
ways to earn foreign exchange. In 1970, of a total sale of
output of S$3, 891 million from manufacturing establishments
employing 10 or more workers, 17% came from the small
industry.1 Furthermore, about 27.5% of total manufacturing
output was exported.2
Thirdly, small industry provides training for managers
and entrepreneurs. Singapore is an independent country and
led by a dynamic leadership, and the society is stable,
therefore, the small industry has much greater degree become
the training ground for managers and entrepreneurs for larger
enterprises, especially under the deliberate policy of the
government to foster and promote the training and supply of
professional and technological personnel.
Fourthly, the manufacturing industry is a generation
of a larger income on per capita basis, where the industry is
the larger or the smaller. In Singapore in 1968, the average
gross domestic product amounted to S$2,141 per capita for the
whole population of almost two million.3 This compares poorly
1Singapore, Department of Statistics, Report on the
Census of Industrial Production 1970 (Singapore: The
Government Printing Office, 1972), p. 7.
2H. D. Fong, op. cit., p. 28.
3Singapore, A Ministry of Culture Publication, op.
cit., pp. 272-273.
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with the per capita value added of S$4,,869 for small industry,
and that of S, 730 for large industry.
The above analysis shows the important role of small
industries in the economic growth in Singapore.
Characteristics of Small Industries
Small industries in Singapore, like that in other
developing countries, possess certain common characteristics:
1. Management is independent. Usually the managers
are also the owners. Most Singapore' s small industries rely
on a single-person management, assisted by his own family or
a few outsiders. This brings out special problems of
management.
2. Ownership is held or capital supplied by an
individual or a small group. Most small industrialists
often find difficulties in raising capital both for short-
term and long-term purposes, thus requiring special assistance
from Singapore government.
3. Small industries are often characterised by
traditional techniques in production and management. It is
1Bing Siang Han, "Some Development Aspects of Small
Industry in Singapore" (paper presented at the Seminar of
the Economic Workshop 1970, Nanyang University, Singapore,
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Figure 1
DISTRIBOTION CURVES OF NO OF ESTABLISHMENTS, NO. OF WORKERS, CUTPUTAND ADDED VALUE IN INDUSTRIAL MANUFACTURING' ENTERPRISES IN
SINGAPORE IN 1970
See Singapore, Department of Statistics, Report on the Census
of Industrial Production 1970 (Singapore: The Government
Printing Office, 1972), p. 7.
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recognised that small industries are in great need for
modernising their facilities to raise efficiency.
4* Small industries thrives on close personal
relationships between the managers and workers on the one
hand, and th.e. customers and suppliers on the other. This
has the advantage of flexibility in operations, but it is
vulnerable to business recession and price fluctuation.
5. The small industry sector constitutes the bulk
of the industries in Singapore. The vast number of small
units disperBed all over the country makes techniques of
the large industries somewhat inapplicable to them.
6. Small industries cater mainly, to local consumption,
while large industries are somewhat export-oriented. In 1970
the average ratio of export in total sales was 39% for all
manufacturing establishments employing 10 or more workers,'
but the ratios were higher for export-oriented industries
than for domestic consumption..
7. Singapore's small industries, on account of
small resource base and the need to import. raw materials
and equipment from abroad, lacks complementarity and
linkage with large industries.
Ratio of export in total industry sales= Exports/
total industry sales= S$,523,033, 000/S$3, 846,164,000=
89%. See Singapore, Departthent of Statistics, Retort on the
Census of Industrial Production 1970 (Singapore: The
Government Printing Offices 1972). pp. 60-67
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8. Small industries in Singapore seem to need more
government assistance- technical, financial, and commercial
than large industries.
9. In respect of capital structure, most of the small
industr±es are wholly locally owned, while for the large
industries foreign capital has played a predominent part.l
10. Small industries are more labor intensive than
capital intensive.2 In Singapore in 1970, the average
capital per worker was $1,719 for the small manufacturing
establishments employing 10-49 workers, but 14,049 for the
large manufacturiAg establishments employing 50 or more
workers, 3
These ten features constitute a good qualitative
1H.D.Fong,op.cit.,p.3.
Labor intensive means using much labor relative to
capital, capital intensive means using much capital relative
to labor. See Everett E. Hagen, The Economics of Development
(Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin Inc., 1968), pp. 417-440.
3Capital intensive= Capital e enditure Number of
workers
s$49,164,000/28,584
S$1, 719( for small industry)
or
S$372,178,000/91,925
S$4.049 (for large industry)
See Singapore, Department of Statistics, deport on the Census
of Industrial Production. 1970 (Singapore: The Government
Printing Office, 1972). p. 7.
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measure of small industries. Any industrial concern which
meets some of the specifications above-mentioned may be
classed as a small industry.,
Development Trends of Small Industries
Table 1-2 shows the growth rates of establishments,
workers, and added value of small industries which are
increased Year by year. However, the Reports of the Census
of Industrial Production published annually do not include
every year data about industrial enterprises with 1-9
workers. For industries with 10 and more workers data are
published yearly.
From the figure on Table 1-2, it is found that
the growth rate of establishments was 85%. of workers w$s
90%, and that of value added was 179% of small industries
in the period 1963-1970. Although the growth rates were
high within the corresponding perioa, that of establishments
and workers declined in 1970.
Therefore, to sustain the higher growth rate of
small industries due considerations should be given towards
policies and measures which have to be implemented or of
which the implementation may be intensified.
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TABLE I-2
DEVELOPMENTS IN INDUSTRIES WITH 16-49 WORKERS
Value Added






1968 1,248 26,454 141,015
1969 1,309 28,609 161,475
1970 1,284 28,584 175,719
Source: Singapore, Department of Statistics, Report on the
census of Industrial Production, 1963-1970




MARKETING ACTIVITIES OF SINGAPORE'S SMALL INDUSTRIES
Observation of marketing activities of small industries
shows that most of them depend upon big businesses and
middlemen. The activities could be divided into two types:
Marketing In Local Market
The survey indicated that out of the 36 factories,
14 had 75% and over of their output sold in the local market,
5 had 50% to 74%, 7 had 25% to 49%, and 10 had less than 25%.1
It can be concluded that local sales are the most important
proportion of total sales of small industries in Singapore.
Marketing activities of Singapore' s small industries
in local market could be divided into the following types:
The product aspect
1See Table 2 in Appendix III.
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Generally speaking, the selection of products by
the small industry in Singapore is in the hand of
manufacturers. They decide what is suitable for their machines,
produce it and expect the salesmen to sell. Manufacturers do
not take suggestions that would make their products sell
better. A product includes "not only the physical product
or service offered, but the use or satisfactions obtained
or expected."1
Another-characteristics of the small industry is that
there is no seperate product planning department as compared
with the large industry. Thus, the owners of small industries
have to face the problem of product planning. They are often
lack of an organized new idea. The outcome in the product
planning is more likely depended on top managers' own
efforts, experience and ability.
As one-man management in Singapore, they lack of
specialisation in production problems and have difficulty
in keeping abreast of current development of technology and
equipment. The inefficient administration of the plant makes
it almost impossible to institute quality control measures
and to conform with specifications.
1E. Jerome McCarthy, Basic Marketing: A Managerial
Approach (Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1964),p. 337.
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Fortunately, the Singapore Institute of Standards and
Industrial Research provides assistance in standardization
and quality control for locally-manufactured product,s.1
Secondly, the Industrial Design Services, as a section of
the Light Industries Services of the Economic Development
Board in Singapore, is active in both rendering routine
design services to smaller enterprise particularly in
graphics and also in further work of stimulating innovative
design thinking drawing on artistic themes from regional
2
culture,
Aspect of distribution channel
According to the survey, 16 often sold directly to
consumers or industrial buyers, 26 through wholesalers, 20
sold through retailers, and 10 soll through commission men
or selling agents. Furthermore, most factories used more
than one channel.3
1Singapore, Economic Development Board, annual Report
of Economic Development Board, 1970 (Singapore: McGraw-Hill
Far Eastern Publishers (S) Ltd., 1972), pp. 46-48.
2Ibid., pp. 54-58.
3See Table 4 in Appendix III.
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Marketing channels of small industries in Singapore
range from the simple to the complex. Table II-1 shows the
different channels of small industries in Singapore.
TABLE II-1
MARKETING CHANNELS OF SMALL INDUSTRIES IN SINGAPORE
Manufacturer------------------------------------- Customer
Manufacturer------------------------- Retailer-- Customer
Manufacturer----------- Wholesaler-- Retailer Customer
Manufacturer-- Agent--------------- Retailer-- Customer
Manufacturer Agent-- Wholesaler-- Retailer-- Customer
Direct selling
Most small industries depend much upon a large
number of ultimate consumers for their products.
In some small industries, the 'sales manager' is in
fact the proprietor. There are no marketing experts, the
owner of the firm has to assume all the responsibilities in
marketing management. This is a 'one man control' system.
It's operation scale, and the size are small in the
relative sense in Singapore: Under these conditions, most




Retailers: Number of the retailers in mass selling
activities is increasing rapidly. The trend shows that
these retailers will probably play an important role in
marketing the products of small industries in Singapore.
Wholesalers: Since small manufacturers are widely
scattered, most of the distributors participate in the
lineage of large wholesalers. The marketing activities
largely depend upon larger wholesalers.
Agents: Most small manufacturers. market their goods
through the selling agents, manufacturers agents, brokers,
commission men, etc...
These dealers do not shoulder much responsibility,
but when small manufacturers are scattered in wide areas,
they have to exerttmore energy in promoting marketing
activities which are aimed at their own profit first and
foremost.
The functions of selling intermediaries in Singapore
are to assemble the lines of many small manufacturers into
an assortment of potential interest to buyers and to break
bulk so as to meet the scale of need of the customers.
Promotion
Promotion relates to all types of sales activities
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designed to stimulate direct demand. It includes not only
advertising and personal selling but also publicity, public
relations, displays, shows, and other forms of selling. To
increase efficiency in marketing, it is necessary that small
entrepreneurs should develop a blend of all the possible
promotional ingredients in order to fit into their marketing
plan. Different products need different promotion blends.
The choice of a promotion blend depends mainly on the nature
of the product, the financial resources of the firm, and the
target of promotion.1
In Singapore, promotional activities are generally,
classified into four types: advertising, personal selling,
sales promotion, and publicity. These promotional mixes are
stated as follows:
Advertising: Singapore's small industries usually
advertise their products through newspapers, magazines, and
periodicals in four languages: Malay, Chinese, English, Tamil.
From the 36 factories, 18 samples spent less than 1%
of selling expenditures for advertising and only one spent
more than 5%. 2
1H. Sutu, William C.C. Kung, Chien Min Chang, and
Chun Chiu Tam, "Marketing for Small-Scale Industries in
Hong Kong" (Hong Kong: Department of Business Management,
United College, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 1969),
p. 10.
2See Table 9 in Appendix III.
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Personal selling: The survey indicated that7
factories spent less than 1% of selling cost as compensation
for salesmen, 8 spent about 1.1% to 2%, 3 spent 2.1% to 3%.
2 spent 3.1% to 4%, 1 spent 4.1% to 5%%-, and 2 spent 5.1% to
10%. No factories spent more than 10%.1 Furthermore, the
survey also indicated that the compensation methods in
Singapore were mainly straight salary (12 factories), basic
salary plus incentive payment (9 factories), and straight
commission (9 factories).2
Those marketing activities, other than personal
selling, advertising and publicity, that stimulate consumer
purchasing and dealer effectiveness, such as displays, shows
and exhibitions, demonstrations, and various non-recurrent
selling efforts not in the ordinary routine. The Light
Industries Services of the Economic. Development Board holds
several exhibitions annually, in order to help small industries
to promote their products, devise new products, and provide
opportunities to contact the buyers or consumers..
Pricing
The small industries operators in Singapore have
1See Table 10 in Appendix III.
2See Table 11 in Appendix III.
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too often committed the mistake of arriving at a selling
price without costing both his production and his marketing
operations. The difficulty lies principally in the second
area since production costs are more easily identified and
quantified while marketing costs are so easy to overlook.
Too often gross margins fail to take into account the total
costs of.. marketing simply because the small-scale businessman
undertakes the marketing functions without realizing that he
is accomplishing them. In simplest terms, the Singapore's
small industries owner acts as his own agent, sales manager,
promoter, distributor, and merchandiser. More often than not,
he delivers goods himself, perhaps in his private car besides
he wrap up goods, marks them himself, ships them out, and a
dozen or more operations that he takes as part of his ordinary,
day-to-day activities.
When his operation becomes too complicated or too
extensive for him to handle himself, and he eventually finds
it necessary to pass these varied functions to a middleman,
whether be an agent, a wholesaler or a distributor, his
pricing errors become major stumbling blocks. Unfortunately,
he does not see them for what they are and he tends to accuse
the middleman for demanding atrocious and exhorbitant margins
or discounts.
In short, then, the Singapore's small industrial
operator tends to commit the common mistakes of not providing
30
adequate margins to take care of both production and marketing
costs, whether the latter are accomplished by himself or by
special agencies.
Marketing in Foreign Markets
According to the survey, only one third of the small
factories exported over 75% of their total output. The others
were more or less domestic market-oriented. 1
Marketing activities of Singapore's small industries
in foreign markets could be divided into the following types:
Product activities
Identification of prospective export products is the
first step. The next is to adopt institutional and
administrative measures for providing facilities, such as
product designing, specification of quality details, provision
of testing laboratories, etc.. In view of the legal
stipulations in a number of countries regarding the quality
standards and pre-shipment inspection of export goods, it is
essential for Singapore to provide the selected small
manufacturers with the necessary facilities for manufacturing
1See Table 2 in Appendix III.
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products conforming to the pre-determined quality specifications.
Under product, we will consider the points as follows:
Product design: The product design of small industries
in Singapore is an important aspect in the foreign markets.
But the small industries do often not utilize the services
of professional designers. Therefore, the Product Design
Centre was officially opened to visitors on May 25, 1965.1
By helping small manufacturers improve their designs, it is
expected that exports from Singapore will not only increase
but also be able to compete with foreign' products.
Packaging and branding: One has to pack the commodity
properly to be able to stand the competition on the shelves,
in the display cases, and generally, in she foreign market
places. In Singapore, packaging has gone a long way in the
big industry and is one characteristic that the small
industry can easily adapt with no disadvantage and without
any discomfort.
Together with packaging, incidently, the small
industry, particularly those in exports, could stand some
improvement in packing and crating methods. There have been
too many complaints, if not out-and-out rejections of
shipments due to defective or inadequate-carelessness may
1Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East, Small
Industry Bulletin for Asia and the Far East, No. 4 (New York:
United Nations, 1966), p. 215.
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be the more appropriate term- packing and crating, in the
shiping of goods to foreign destinations.
In the area of branding, one can enhance the benefits
and result of standardization by dramatically identifying
his particular manufactures with imaginative brand-names
and branding methods. However, in this regard, there is a
point- an almost obvious one which, for that reason, may be
overlooked- that one must remember. This has to do with the
danger of using foreign names when the very attraction of
'native' goods is to be found in 'exotic'. characteristics.
Brand names are marked by the characteristics of a good brand,
of easy pronunciation, easy remembrance qualities and similar
favorable characteristics.
Channels of Distribution
Distribution channels of small industries for exporting
in Singapore are stated in the following:
Exporting through export firms: In Singapore, export
firms have facilities for exporting the products of small
industries. Their working partners visit small industries
to select products for export purposes.
This is an area in which Singapore's small industries
are still, with some outstanding exceptions, notably weak.
This is particularly noticeable in the case of export markets
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in which it is difficult to distribute its products. Most
small industries seem to believe that once they have produced
a product and appointed an agent, their job is done.
Exporting through foreign buyers: In miscellaneous
goods industries, foreign buyers directly, visit small
industries or select products exhibited at trade fairs or
exhibitions, and contact with them directly in order to buy
their products.
From the 36 firms, 20 of them entered foreign markets,
through direct orders from foreign buyers,, and 24 were through
exports firms. A factory might used one or more channels)
The survey also indicated that the terms of payment
were that: 23 factories used L/C, 1:5 used D/P, and a few
used D/A or credit account,2
Promotional activities
These include persuading overseas traders, consumers
and industries to look to Singapore for supplies, assisting
in trade fairs and displays, servicing trade missions, and
holding store promotions.
The survey indicated that 47.2% of factories spent
less than 2% of export for advertising. On the other hand
1See Table 5 in Appendix III.
2See Table 15 in Appendix III.
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packing comprises a high percentage of the cost of exports.
For example, 41.7% of respondents spent more than 1.1% of
the cost of exports.1
Pricing
For a small factory owner, the concept of pricing is
restricted to domestic market sales experience.o Export
marketing terms such as F.O.B., C. F., C.I.F. & C.,
F.A.S., Franco, etc. are difficult to him. Even if he has
heard of them, he is not precisely aware of the elements of
cost involved.
But, if the small factory sells its products to
export agents, the-export price will be set in such a level
as the domestic market price.
In general, most small industries determine their
export price by using domestic pricing methods.
When the small industries sell their products to
foreign buyers, directly the price will be determined a
negotiation between foreign buyers and the seller.
1See Table 17 in Appendix III.
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CHAPTER III
MAJOR MARKETING PROBLEMS OF SINGAPORE'S SMALL INDUSTRIES
Having analyzed the marketing activities of small
industries in Singapore, the marketing problems of these
small industries will be handled in this chapter. Suggestions
for marketing policies and guidelines of selling and buying
will also be discussed. The difficulties in the disposal
of their manufactured products locally and abroad can be
minimized or overcome if small industries have appropriate
and well-conceived plans in marketing.l Focus of the dis-
cussion is placed on the marketing mix: Product, distribution
channels, pricing and promotion.
Marketing Mixes Problems
Product Problems
1H. Sutu, William C.C. Kung, Chien Min Cheng, and
Chun Chin Tam. op. cit., p. 8.
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Lack of Standardization
Standardization means the determination of basic
limits or grade ranges in the form of uniform specifications
to which particular manufactured goods may conform and uniform
classes into which the products of the extractive industries
may or must be sorted or assigned.1
Sometimes, it so happens that the products are found
partly good and partly bad. This is due to The fact that
more than one artisan or worker takes part in making the
same product and so a part becomes bad owing to the poor
workmanship of one of them. The survey inaicated that out of
the 36 factories, 22 had faced such problems and 9 factories
of these 22 suffered from insufficiency of standardization.2
Machine repairs, parts and attachments are often lack
of interchangeability which is a result of insufficient stand-
ardization. This is also true in the case of non-standardiza-
tion materials or parts which the users often find unfit.
They discard them at their expenses. This creates difficulties
in the marketing of products.
1Committee on Definitions of the American Marketing
Association, op. cit., p. 22.
2See Table 14 in Appendix III.
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Low Quality of Products
The inferior quality of products is also one of the
main marketing problems of small industries in Singapore.
From the 36 factories, 25% of respondents replied
that difference in quality was a problem of products.1
Owing to difficulties in procuring of good quality of raw
materials, the product quality has strongly been influenced.
Also because of insufficient control techniques, products
differ much in quality which would affect the buying intention
of consumers negatively.
Furthermore, poor equipment and production techniques
cause many Singapore's small industries much loss in precision
of manufacturing products. For example, the plating works in
Singapore is not considered as high quality, the conclusion
of a surrey report revealed that it is due to inadequate know-
ledge of production techniques, inadequacy of equipment, absence
of control, etc.2
In short, in Singapore where education is yet to spread,
with a short history of industrialization,3 it is no wonder
1See Table 14 in Appendix III.
2See Meng Yeo, op. cit., pp.3-4.
3William Campbell, "Foreign Investment in Industry
Doubles" The Year Book of the Singapore Trade and Industry
1972. ed. by Lauren Willoughby Singapore: Straits Times
Press (S) Sdn. Bhd,. 1972), p. 19.
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that the technological level is still low.
Inadequacy of Design
In Singapore, with the advent of the age of modern
tastes and fashions, consumers do not like old and poor
designs and styles, so the problems of marketing can be
solved by making the products in accordance with trends of
modern designs and styles.
The products of Singapore's small industries are
poorly designed. The survey indicated that 4 factories faced
the problem of poor design. Their products do not meet the
consumers' requirement, so more preference is given to the
products of larger enterprises. This substantiates the
marketing problem of small industries in Singapore.
Lack of Production Planning Department
Most Singapore's small industries are the family-typ
community- the outsider is not encouraged to join in. New
blood and new ideas on production are generally treated very
conservatively. It exists the conflicts of the family busi-
ness, such as the father-son rivalry, the brother-brother
rivalry,, and other family relationships.1 Also, there
1Harry Levinson, "Conflicts that Plague Family Businesst,"
Harvard Business Review- March-April, 1971, pp.90-98.
management structure. Each unit is somewhat like a closed
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isn't any separate department specialized in product planning.
Under these situations, the heavy burden is placed on
the owner (or the head of the family) in collecting all the
possible ideas and in evaluating the feasibility and reali-
zation of these ideas. A success or failure in the product
planning is more likely dependent on the owners' own efforts,
decisions, and ability. Thus the development of a new product
is more risky and adventurous. The small industries do not
have both the time and capital for thorough research and deve-
lopment which are also essential to their,growth and survival.
Ignorant e s of Market Changes
owing to limited financial resources, Singapore's small
industries are not in the position to make any market surveys.
So they are unable to find out the suitability and value of
their products in themarkets, both local and abroad. In
other words, they have difficulties in gaining knowledge of
tastes and preferences.
The insufficient information forces small industria-
lists to depend more on their instincts and individual business
sense than on available data. This factor has contributed
much to the slow pace of growth of small industries in
Singapore.
In Singapore, a structural change in the market may
come suddenly. Usually, a change in the capital goods market
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is likely to be the technological innovation, while that in
the consumers' goods market is to large extent from a change
in the propensity to consume and in the consumption habits.
Most small industries cannot adjust itself to a change in the
market structure by the development of a new product.
Small Scale of Production
Singapore's small industries are mostly small-scale
production since orders from overseas are often bulk orders,
and small'industries cannot meet the demand owing to their
limited productive capacity.
Low Skill in Packaging
One of the problems of small industries in Singapore
is packaging. Different products require different packaging
materials, machinery, packaging constructions, graphics and
designs. Unlimited interplay of these factors plus a contin-
uous stream of new ideas to provide product protection, presen-
tability, economy in cost, merchandizing success and consumer
satisfaction is unavoidable. More problems may arise if any
of the above factors are not well planned.
Owners of Singapore's small industries lack of
packaging knowledge. On the other hand, they cannot afford
packaging experts financially. As a result, the small
industries often make an unsuitable packaging for their products.
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lne survey inaicatea tnat or the in factories, one-third
spent less than 1% of the selling expenditure for packaging in
local sales but they spent more money for packaging in exporting.l
Channels of Distribution
The marketing channel through which goods flow from the
factory or the warehouse and into the hands of the consumer is
a fundamental consideration in marketing. The appropriate
channels of distribution used would do much to increase the
firms selling effectiveness.. Various marketing channels are
employed by small manufacturers in Singapore which we had
discussed in Chapter. II. In this section, problems of distri-
bution channels of industries in Singapore will be discussed.
Middlemen's Control
A problem of distribution channel of the Singapore's
small. industries is that the channels of distribution are
controlled by the middlemen. Many small industries usually
depend on middleman for selling of their products. Because
of the economic weakness of the small producers, not only is
the middleman in a position to dictate prices and teems of
sales, but the former often become completely dependent upon him
1See Table 7 & 17 in Appendix III.
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for working capital and even for the financing of fixed
investment. Thus, the control of the enterprise is in the hand
of the middleman.
In Singapore, the small industrialist tends to avoid
concerning himself with distribution because it is difficult,
and he deceives himself by appointing one reliable man as
agent in order to solve all these problems.
Owing to difficulties in distribution, small
manufacturer cannot afford to leave it to anyone else, at
least without having thought of what.are the best means of
distribution and what is required to ensure that all his
potential customers have easy access-to the product.
Some countries like Hong Kong, the small industries
also faced the same problems of distribution. Hong Kong's
small manufacturers are -in no position to conduct sales cam-
paigns in foreign countries, where most of their products
must be disposed of, so they sell either to foreign buying
agents in Hong Kong or to export houses; they cannot thus
originate independent sales policies. Their position-in
this respect is vulnerable since they are subjected to the
vagaries of their few customers, and may be faced with
frequent alteration in design-requirements, which naturally
tend to increase actual costs and introduce difficulties of
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planning.1
Problem of Securing Middlemen.
The small industries has a less production volume and
lack of product advertisement, resulted the problem of secured
a successful agent, wholesaler or retailer. On the other
hand, some existing marketing institutions and channels can
be counted upon to undergo change market shift, product change
and innovation in distribution may occur. Channel design of
small industries is a recurrent problem of the most crucial
development hurdles for the producer who is the first getting
started.
Furthermore, some small industries enter into the
lineage of large manufacturers, firms and wholesalers in the
distribution structure. Consequently, those outside the line-
age encounter difficulty in selling their products, because
they lack of network of distribution.
The survey indicated that 13 factories lacked of
services from middlemen.2 They also found difficulties in
contacting oversea buyers in proper ways.3
1H. Sutu, "The Small Man's Problem," Far Eastern
Economic Review, April 30, 1964, p. 273.
2See Table 2 in Appendix III.
3See Table 20 in Appendix III.
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Bargaining Power in Transaction
Since small industries depend strongly on dealers for
marketing their products, they have to manufacture according
to the specification of dealers. Consequently, they produce
cheaper and low-quality products, in order to maintain the
minimum profit rate.
In Singapore, wholesalers have enjoyed a rather large
measure of control over marketing. The wholesalers access to
greater stroes of capital and often are able to finance nesennt
small industries. Retailers are largely of the general stores
type and have to depend on wholesalers for such manufactured
goods. Some channels are controlled by the wholesalers. As
the result they buy the products of small industries at low
price for obtaining a higher profit rate.
The survey indicated that 6 respondents felt that
export firms as middlemen took too much share of profit.1
Lack of Marketing Knowledge
Some small industrialists seldom fully understand
what marketing is and, in their marketing, they consider only
their apparent and immediate interests. As a result, they
assume a negative attitude towards selling their products.
This spoils the markets for the products of small enterprises.
Participation in foreign markets is difficult because highly
marketing skills are required.
1See Table 18 in Appendix III.
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Existence of Unscrupulous Foreign Buyers. and Firms
In Singapore, some small industries are discouraged
for exporting their products due to the unfavourable
behaviour of foreign buyers and firms which require small
industries to produce a low quality cheap products or
imitations. They take the advantage of their ignorance of foreign
markets and trade practices, advancing unjust claims against
them and threatening them if they do not acceed to their
demands.
Singapore's small industries usually buy obsolete
production equipment to cut down the initial investment. This
often results in low efficiency and producing inferior commodities.
Furthermore, most small industries operating small-scale produc-
tion do not have funds for undertaking export marketing. They
depend largely on the orders placed by visiting buyers from
foreign countries. The foreign buyers are usually cut down
the prices because of the keen competition among producers
of the same industry and this may result in serious cutting
for export, leaving only a .marginal profit or, even, no profit
at all.
Risk of Credit Sales
In any particular situation, the small industrialist's
decision as to whether he should operate on a cash basis or
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a credit basis depended upon such factors as the type of
product or service that he is offering the credit policy used
by competitors the type of customers with which he is dealing
and finally, the adequacy of his working capital.
In Singapore, most small industries have credit sales
from which many customer accounts are uncollectible. Factories
that sold their products on credit basis, had difficulties
in collection. However, credit was considered a promotional
device in selling. In this survey, it showed 24 factories
had difficulties in collection, if their local sales were
on credit basis, 21 factories found difficulties in selling
on straight cash basis.1
Promotion
Promotion relates to all types of sales activities
designed to stimulate direct demand. It includes not. only
advertising and personal selling but also publicity, public
relations, displays, shows and other forms of selling. To
increase efficiency in marketing, it is necessary that small
entrepreneurs should develop a blend of all the possible promo-
tional ingredients in order to fit into their marketing plan,
Different products need different promotional blends.
1See Table 13 in Appendix III.
2H. Sutu, William C. C. Kung, Chien Min Chang, and
Chun Chiu Tam, op. cit., p. 10.
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Unfortunately, the small industries in Singapore
overlook the functions of promotion, and lack of knowledge
of how, where, and when to advertise their products.
The survey indicated that of the 36 factories, 50%
of respondents spent less than 1% of advertising expenditure
in both local and overseas markets.1
Lack of Advertising Expenses
Most small. factories in Singapore are small production
capacity in nature which made sales promotion economically as
compared with larger enterprises. Consequently small industries
cannot fully afford to promote sales activities.
Owing to limitations in finance and expenditure, the
small industries are not in the position to spend a large
amount of promotional expenditure. As the result, the potential
advantages of promotion hadn't utilized. Because of the small
output, firms could not have a large promotional budget for
it may raise total cost of the product and so make the final
price higher that would reduce the competitive position in
the low price good markets.
1See Table 9 & 19 in Appendix III.
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Difficulties in selecting Advertising Media
The question of where to advertise is particularly
significant for the small industries. Among the various
advertising media, the small industrialists are difficulty
to select those that will provide the greatest return for
his advertising expenditure.
Selecting the appropriate medium for advertising is
not a simple task for the small industrialists. There are
a variety of media available, and each has its own strengths
and weaknesses. Therefore, the small industrialists can
hardly determine a good media for their advertising purpose
owing to the lack of knowledge and experience.
Pricing
In this section, pricing problems of small industries
in Singapore will be disscussed.
For most small industries, the capital involved in
production was small and the technological know-how employed
was less complicate. Since many small industries produced
the similar products. Price war breaks out in the market.
Consequently, they resort to cut-throat competition among them-
selves. On the other hand, they also faced the competition
from imported goods.
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The main problem of Singapore's small industries
is how to set the right price for their products.
The survey described that of the 36 factories, nearly
50% of respondents recognized that competion of imported
goods caused their firm difficulties in local sales.1
Furthermore, most of the small industries also faced the
difficulties in selling their products abroad. The survey
showed that 20 factories supplied a low profit margin. Hence
a keen competition in foreign markets affected.2
Lower Prices to wholesalers
The small industrialists face problems in selling
their goods directly to the customers because they do not
have warehouses to keep their products in stock for some
time and because transport facilities to make the goods
available in the markets are not without their reach, so
they are compelled to sell their goods at much lower prices
to wholesalers. In this case, the supply of finished goods
in Singapore is irregularly. The consumers show reluctant
to purchase their products, as the price has been raised
by the retailer owing to shortage of supply.
1See Table 13 in Appendix III.
2See Table 20 in Appendix III.
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This problem not only destroys the development of
small industries, but also accelerates the bankruptcy of
some small industries which lack of capital to maintain the
long-term losses.
Lack of Cost Accountants
In Singapore, most cost accountants are concentrated
in the,,::large firms which offer better salaries and better
working terms than what the small industries can afford..
Many in the small industry sector have not gully appreciated
and recognized the importance and the hidden benefits that
are to be derived through the implementation of good product
costing techniques and procedures.
One of the greatest causes of failure of small
industries is the lack of good accounting records. Few
small industries can be conducted succ:essfully without adequate
accounting records. It is not only a matter of adequate
records but it is also a question of how to interpret the
records that are kept. Not infrequently a good record
system is set up but the small industrialist lacks the
ability to interpret what are the significant of these
figures.
Small industrialists cannot calculate the production
costs accurately. Costs of raw material and labor an
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overhead costs are overlooked. Very often the price they set
are based on the costs of labour and raw material, however,
it is not a right method of setting price.
Some Asian countries like Hong Kong, the small
industries also face the same problem. In Hong Kong, one of
the major dificiencies of local small industry is chronic
inability to cost properly. Few establishments have set up
any kind of cost accounting system and, since they do not
have adequate knowledge of real costs, many manufacturers
often accept orders of their products at the prices in which
their estimation would yield fair profits, but in fact they
lost much. Their selling prices are generally based on
directly-incurred costs, including cost of raw materials and
cost of labour required to produce the finished article.
Indirect or overhead costs such as administrative expenses,
taxes, insurance, transportation and depreciation (name the
most important ones) are commonly excluded. It is not uncommon
to find, for instance, that plastic flower factories, in setting
prices, do not take into account depreciation of their machines
or even the cost of mould-- which may be used only once.'
Problems of estimating demand and cost functions.
The statistical problems handicap the determination
1H. Sutu, The "Small Man's Problem," Far Eastern
Economic Review, April 30, 1964, p. 272.
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of actual demand and cost functions. In case of a new product,
there is no experience upon which to base these estimates,
especially for a small industry in Singapore.
Usually, demand functions are quite difficult to
determine because of some unquantitiable variables, and they
are typically and highly interrelated both cost and demand
changes from time to time; thus causes great random errors.
Because of some independent variables are also dependent
(sales depends on advertising and advertising depends on
sales). Finally, these hurdles to be overcome, these are
always lingering doubts about whether the relationships
measured from historical data apply to today's situation.
Diseconomics of Small-scale of Production
Many small industries are small-scale in production
which affects the cost of production uneconomically. For
example., the big companies can obtain economics in both
buying. and selling through a large quantities from buying
raw materials. Also, they may approach the customers directly
and thus eliminate the middlemen's margin. The small industries
do not, however, have the above advantages.
The survey indicated that 16 factories suffered high
production cost from unstable orders.1




Economic, legal and cultural environment are considered
as uncontrollable factors to business firms. These marketing
environments could have a great influence on marketing planning
and policies making.
Economic Environment
In a small economy such as Singapore, the market size
is obviously a limiting factor-for industrialization. With
its 2.1 million population, industries in Singapore have
difficulties in reaching economics of scale in production.
On the National Day in August 9, 1971, the Prime Minister,
Lee Kuan Yew, made a pessimistic forecast of 6-8 percent
growth of Gross Domestic Product (at factor cost) for 1971.
The annual growth rate was smaller than the rate of 19.5%
in 1970, 12.4% in 1969, 11.7% in 1968, and 9.9% in 1967.1
Table III-1 indicates the growth rates of per capita income
from 1966 to 1970. Therefore, the prospect is not so bright.
Thus, the small industries would face more difficulties to sell
their goods in local market.
1Dick Wilson and Austin Morais "Prepared to Wheather
the Storms, "Year Book of the Singapore Trade and Ionduustr stry,
1972, ed, by Lauren Willoughby (Singapore: The Straits Times
Press (S) Sdn. Bhd., 1972), p. 11.
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Cultural Environment
Singapore is a multi-racial society, including Malays,
Chinese, Indians and others. Different races have different
cultural backgrounds, education medium, languages, and so on.
Therefore, product of small industries might not be always fit
the needs of various consumers in such a multi-racial society.
Hence each race has its own taste, habit, and value systems.
For example, if a small clothing manufacturer want to sell
his products in local market, the first thing he should do is
to obtain information and data concerning the cultural background
of these major societies in Singapore. It is a necessity for
the manufacturers to take cultural factors into account for
their marketing planning and decision making.
TABLE III-1
ESTIMATES OF GROSS DOMESTIC EXPENDITURE
AND PER CAPITA INCOME 1966-1970
Gross Domestic Expenditure
Per Capita Income(at current prices)
Year % IncreaseS $million
S $ Increase
1966 3,255.0 6.2 1,701 3.5
1967 3,578.7 9.9 1,830 7.6
1968 3,998.6 11.7 2,011 9.9
1969 4,493.6 12.4 2,228 10.8
1970 5,369.4 19.5 2,620 17.6
Source: Editorial, Nanyang Siam Pau, August 9, 1971.
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Lezal Environment
There are some government regulations that would
restrict the advertising operations of industries in Singapore,
such as the prohibition on advertisement relating to smoking
act, 1970, under which the advertising for cigarettes has
been prohibited.
Financial Environment
Singapore's small industries tend to make their
initial growth largely on internal financing. Typically, an
individual's saving would finance the formation of an enterprise
with the required surplus being obtained from his immediate
family's income of his close friends. Therefore, when an
enterprise prospers and tries to expend, large injections of
capital are required to permit the acquisition of premises,
machinery and ancillary equipment, then the small industries
would need to seek external sources of funds to finance its
further expansion needs. However, the Singapore's small
industries have difficulties in obtaining credit from banks.
The survey indicated that 17% felt that they were in
difficulties in financing due to the lack of proper support
from commercial banks,1
1See Table 20 in Appendix III.
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There are various reasons why local commercial banks
have fear of granting loans to small industries. They look
at Singapore's amall industries as "un-experienced investors"
and unstable organization. High cost for small credit also
hinders small industries encountering loan facilities. Even
if financing institutions, are sympathetic to the needs of
small industries for loans, they find it difficult to ascertain
the credit worthiness of these borrowers.1
On the other hand, we know that the small industries
in Singapore are attributable to lack of savings or reserves
in business due to the distribution of all profits to the
partners or shareholders during the good years, with nothing
left over for the loan. No doubt, partners or shareholders
would like to receive a reasonable return on their share in
the business but to distribute all profits, instead of
ploughing back a portion of it for purposes of strengthening
its cash resources or acquiring more efficient machineries
or equipment for expansion, is a shortsighted approach
which needs to be remedied if we wish to see more small
industries acquire better staying power and be able to
override any storms which may occur.2
1Mon Oheng Wee, "Some Financial Aspects of Small
Industries in Singapore" (paper presented at the Seminar of
the Economic Workshop 1970, Nanyang University, Singapore,
December 4-5, 1970), p. 1.
2Richara Eu, "Problems of Singapore's Small Industries
Financial Aspects" (Papper presented at the Seminar of the
Economic Workshop 1970 Nang University, Singapore,
December 4-5, 1970), p. 2.
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Because of limitations in financing, small industries are
unable to increase their promotional expenses, choose good
channels of distribution and conduct market researches, etc..
Organizational Problems
Almost all small industries in Singapore are family
business. Therefore, the management of most small factories
being highly personal, there is usually no clear-cut plan of
organization. In a family business, employer-employee relations
tend to be fairly good, in general, the smaller the business
the better the relations. In small business where the owner
himself is skilled and often the most skilled worker in the
group, employees respect his superior judgement and ability.l
Sound organization is a key element for development.
However, there is a lack of a clear-cut of small industries
organization, in other words, there is a lack of clear
definition of jobs and delegation of authority and responsibility.
Top brass frequently cut across whatever lines of command may
exist in issuing orders, while heads of sections may not tho-
roughly understand their own functions and activities. Owners
fail to delegate adequate authority to their executives; on
1T. H. Elliot, Problems of Singapore's Small
Industries Organizational "Problems- A Labor Viewpoint:
(paper presented at the Seminar of the Economic Workshop
1970, Nanyang University, Singapore, December 4-5, 1970),
p. 3.
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the other hand, subordinates may be charged with duties which
are not accomplished by authority.1 Present organization
structure of Singapore's small industries results the handi-
cap of its growth.
Restrictions of Foreign Countries
Export is an important growth factor for Singapore's
small industries. In world market, there exist a large number
of restrictions on trade, such as quantitative restrictions,
tariffs and preference, internal fiscal changes, and other
restriction}2 These would make the export of small industries
in Singapore more difficult.
Technical Problems
Modernization of manufacturing facilities is the
major technical problems of small industries in Singapore.
The small industries are in great need of modernising their
facilities to improve efficiency. Most small industries still
use the old machines, and obtain low efficiency. Furthermore,
lack of capital is also an important limiting factor.
1H. Sutu, The Small Ian's Problem Far Easter
Economic Review, April 30, 1964,.p. 272
2United Nations, Economic Surveys of





To increase selling efficiency of their products,
small industries must be aware of the necessity of pinpointing
target-markets and selecting marketing strategies that make
sales at profits. As we had discussed above, the selling
problems facing small industries relate chiefly to the
difficulties they had encounter in satisfying their customers
in respective target-markets with the right products availablE
at right places, right ways, and right prices. In order to
strengthen their marketing position, they should develop the
best possible marketing mixes so that co-ordinated sales
programmes may created. Also it's adaed in government
assistance and co-operation of small industries.
Government Assistance
Necessity for government assistance
Since the small industries play an important role in
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the economic development and employment, government assistance
for marketing operations of small industries is obviously
desired.
Incentive Acts
Several Acts which encourage investment of small
industries are described as follows:
1. Industrial incentive for local and foreign investors.
A. Tax exemption for pioneer industries.
Be Incentive for plant expansion.
C. Tax concession on advertising.
D. Accelerated depreciation.
E. Tax exemption on foreign loans.
F. Tax exemption on royalties, fees, etc..
G. Tariff protection.
H. Duty-free import of equipment and raw materials.
I. Preferential government buying of local products.
J. Financial assistance.
K. Productivity and training.
L. Technical assistance.





In general, Singapore government has provided a favour-
able investment climate to accelerate the industrialization.
However, the advantages that the small industries obtain from
the government policies are seem to be less than large
industries.
Example 1: All pioneer (both big or small) are
exempted from income tax. A tax relief period which varies
with the size of its investment in fixed assets:2
Fixed Capital Investment Tax Relief Period
Less than S256,000 2 years
S$250,000 to less than S$500,000 3 years
S$500,000 to less than S$1,000,000 4 years
S$l,000,000 or more 5 years
Example 2: Any manufacturing enterprise which expandh
through an increase in expenditure on productive equipment
may qualify for an expansion certificate, and then it can
obtains benefits. A tax relief period which varies with the
amount of new capital expenditure incurred:3
1Singapore, Economic Development Board, What Singapore
Offers the Investor (Singapore: The Government Printing Office,
1967), pp.14-21.
2S. H. Huan, "Measures to Promote Industrialization,"
in The Singapore Economy, ed. by Poh Seng You and Chong Yah
Lim (Singapore: Eastern Universities Press Sdn. Bhd., 1971)'p. 232.
3 lbid., p. 233.
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New Capital Expenditure Tax Relief Period
Less than S$250,000 3 years
More than S$250,000 5 years
The above two examples shows that the large
investment would have more advantages as compared with small
one. Small industries can only enjoy a 2 years tax relief
period for fixed capital investment, and a 3 years tax relief
period for plant expansion.
The role of the official institutes
In Singapore, International Trading Company (INTRACC)
provides the marxeting aids for small industries.1 INTRACO is
"expected to establish branches in all the major markets and
to serve the relatively small Singaporean manufacturers." 2 it
is clear that the present pattern of trading operations with
some countries is disadvantageous to small industries. Hoped
that the INTRACO be able to trade with foreign countries.
Besides the INTRACO, there are several other official
institutes which provide the aids for small industries in
Singapore, such as:
1H. D. Fong, op. cit., p.23.
2A Special Correspondent, "The Tradition of Trade,"
Far Eastern Economic Review, August 21, 1969, p. 467.
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Development Bank of Singapore Ltd. (DBS)
Economic Development Board (EDB)
Engineering Industries Development Authority (EIDA)
Jurong Town Corporation (JTC)
Light Industries Services (LIS)
National Productivity Centre (NPC)
Singapore Institute of Standards and Industrial
Research (SISIR)
Obviously, Singapore government has played an important
role in the marketing of small industries, by providing develop-
ment facilities in technical, financial and commercial fields.
The author makes several suggestions.to Singapore government
in the following:
1. To establish a world-wide trade commissioner
service to highlight opportunities overseas and to assist
exporters, like the Federal Government of Australia.l
The officers of trade commissioner can provide the
small industrialist with detailed market information on his
products, involving prices, payment terms, methods of quoting,
specifications, size of markets, competitors, packaging
requirements, import regulations, documentation, and the
additional details which enable the small industrialist to
1B. C. Wilson, Marketing Small Company Products
Abroad Small Industry Bulletin for Asia and the Far East,
No.4 (New York: United Nations, 1966), p.58'
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assess his selling prospects, such as names of appropriate
agents, importers, distributors, etc. and details of
promotional media available.
2. To organize trade fairs in foreign countries,
Although fairs and exhibitions are possibly the oldest form
of international trade promotion, Singapore government can
use them to show its goods to potential customers overseas
and to tell a general story about the country.
3. To establish a institute, or it may call 'Export
Payments Insurance Corporation', in order to insure small
industries against risks of non-payment for export goods,
which are not normally insured by commercial houses.
4. To constitute trade delegations of small industries.
Trade delegations are an important role under certain
circumstances in the development of a long term promotional
programme.
The trade delegation is especially suited to new
markets where the objective is to create an image of
Singapore as a supplier of wide range of products. Thus
the government should encourage and support trade delegations
of small industrialists to visit and study the foreign
markets.
5. To discount public utility rates for small
industries. Some countries,.like Republic of Korea, export
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industries receive 30 per cent discount on electricity.1
Discounts on public utility rates help to reduce the costs of
export goods, and enhance their competitiveness in
overseas markets. The government must consider this method
of incentive.
6, To set export liasion officers. The Economic
Development Board can set a division of export liasion
officers, like in New Zealand, they encourage the small
industries to enter the export field but also provide
practical guidance and assistance with export procedures
and techniques.2 The export liaison officers may perform
the following functions:
A. Visiting small industries to stimulate export
interest and assist as necessary.
B. Informing about export incentives available
how these may utilize.
C. Advising on the development of exports and the
means of increasing export production.
C. Y. Kak, Measure for Promoting Exports of Small
Industries Products in the Republic of Korea Small Industry
Bulletin for-Asia and the Far East No. 7 (New York: United
Nations, 1970 2 p. 26.
2New Zealand, Ministry of Industry and Commerce
"Export Incentives for Small Industry in New Zealand"
Small Industry Bulletin for Asia and the Far East, No.7
(New York: United Nations, 1970), p. 32
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D. Instructing newcomers to exporting in
procedures to be followed.
E. Advising on the factors which may affect exporting
e.g. duty drawback, import licensing, export
controls.
F. Informing what export aid and advisory facilities
are available, e.g. various government agencies,
banks, export houses, transporters and others.
G. Informing about the consumer preferences abroad,
the market data etc, and enlighten them on
modern methods of packaging to suit the tastes
of overseas buyers.
Need for Planning Marketing Proggram
In order to increase marketing efficiency, all small
industries must have marketing planning. For example, the
major plans of small industries in Singapore may include
planning for products mix, distribution channels, promotion,
and pricing.
Product Planning
Most of the small industries overlook the functions
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of product planning. Product planning is "the process of
determining just what the line of products should be to
secure maximum net realization from the intended market,"1
Therefore, an effective and simple system of production
planning and control is needed in small industries in order
to integrate the use of man power, machines, material and
so enable production to reach the maximum attainable rate.
It has been difficult for Singapore industry to turn out goods
with the right quality, and right quantity at the right time.
Without production planning right from the start, it's not
possible to decide efficiently on the 'how', 'where' and
'when' with it, the routing, scheduling, dispatching and
follow-up can be so organized that confusion in the factory
or interruption if work and labor idleness due to
unavailability of materials, parts and tools can be reduced or
eliminated, thus raising production to the highest level of
output.2 And so the product planning is an important factor
for the marketing of small industries, A suggest of several
possible solutions of product, problems for small industries,
in order to improve their products and marketing.
1Paul H. Nystrom, ed., Marketing Handbook (New York
The Ronald Press Company, 1954), p. 149.
2H. Sutu, "The Small hian' s Problem," Far Eastern
Economic Review, Apri1,30, 1964, p.272.
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To conduct marketing research
Marketing research is an important factor for successful
marketing. K. S. Lo, chairman of the Hong Kong Management
Association, said, "To sell your products successfully, you
need to have the knowledge of marketing and market survey."1
The Asia Conference on Inaustrialization recommended
that "Encourage the undertaking of market survey for their.
products to assess the precise consumer demands and preferences
within and outside their respective territories, and
ais5cminate trade information through trade-journal, etc."2
Although the Singapore's small industries are difficult to
conduct market surveys for their products, due to the lack
of finance, personnel, and appreciation of the importance of
firm research development, they may cooperate with other small
industries in the same line to do a market survey, or they may
refer to the market surveys conducted by the government
departments, or claim the government to support or subsidise
their market research. On the other hand, the small industries
may employ consulting firms in the area of spe_dific problems
they want to investigate or maintain a small research staff
'Editorial, South China Morning Post, Hong Kong,
July 15, 1970.
2The ECAFE Secretariat "Introductory Note to the
Major Theme" Small Industr Bulletin for Asia and the F
East, No.4 (New York: United Nations, 1966), p.2.
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of their own, or use outside research consulting firms when
such action is advisable.
Since most small industries cannot finance their own
research surveys, the government should take the initiative to
conduct market analysis and to disseminate market information
to small industries,
To strengthen management and control techniques
The increase the sales by various means can reduce the
cost of product and of the raw materials used. Rational
management of stocks can be ensured by keeping a constant check
on the rates of circulation, maintaining the optimum composition
of stocks and determining maxima and minima for each item, and
developing a statistical control system to facilitate stock
management on this basis.
The Singapore's small industries must stress betteb
management and production facilities, and reduce the cost of
product. In order to strengthen their competitive capacity in
the markets, the small industrialists should join some courses
offered by National Productivity Centre, or Singapore Institute
of Management or Stamford Centre, especially the training courses
about production planning and control, office management, methods
and others.
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To increase the degree of standardization
Standardization is a main problem of Singapore's small
industries as mention above. The benefits derived from standar-
dization are more or less intangible, for they exist in terms
of high quality of, or confidence in, and desire for the commo-
dities concerned. The outlines of advantages of standardization
are showed in Appendix IV.
The small industrialists should increase the degree of
standardization for their products. The Singapore Institute of
Standards and Industrial Research had participated in the
standardization work for manufacturing, from which the Singapore's
small industries may request for standardization aids. 1
To improve quality of products
in consonance with the need to constantly improve the
quality of products and to gain the confidence of local consuiuers
or foreign buyers, the Singapore Institute of Standards and
Industrial Research awards quality certificates for industries
whose products were known to be of international standards.
The Singapore Institute of Standards and Industrial Research
can also give the assistance in improving the product quality.
1Singapore, Economic.Development Board, Annual
Report of Economic Development Board, 1970 (Singapore:
McGraw-Hill Far Eastern Publishers S) Ltd., 2 1972))pp. 46-48.
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To improve the product design
To improve the product design should be one of the tasks
for small industries in Singapore. The Industrial Design Services
Section of the Light Industrial Services has provided design
services to small industries particularly in graphics and in
further work of stimulating innovative design thinking drawing
on artistic themes from regional culture.1
To emphasize packaging
Packaging is a very important product mix for the small
industries. Since small industries cannot afford a packaging
engineer for financial reasons. Advice packaging experts should
be asked.
The government should establish a research institute
for packaging problems. The National Productivity Centre or
other technical and educational institute}may offer some special
courses on package design to the local small industrialists.
In order to meet customers need, the small industries should
do some market surveys through which right packaging design
could be found.
Channels of distribution
1Singapore, Economic-Development Board, Annual
Report of Economic Development Board, 1970 (Singapore:
McGraw-Hill Far Eastern Publishers (S) Ltd. 1972) p. 55.
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Decisions for distribution channels are complex and
challenge. Each small industry usually confronts a number of
alternative ways to reach the market. Marketing channels
differ significantly in their capabilities for creating
sales, in their costs of operation, and in their susceptibility
to control. Once they are chosen, the small industry must
usually adhere to them for a substantial period of time.
Furthermore, the chosen channels intimately affect the
development of the other parts of the marketing program.
Since Singapore small industries depend strongly on
middlemen in selling their proaucts, they would have
difficulties in accumulating capital for modernization. Some
possible solutions for the problems of distribution channel
are suggestea as follows:
To increase The efficiency in distribution channels,
small industries need information about who buys the product
as well as where, when, and how it is bought. They may get
this information from market studies made by their company,
or from other sources such as trade associations, trade
publications, and government agencies. In addition, they
should know the selling methods of their outlets and their
selling costs. Besides, they should also know the relative
importance of different channels in terms of sales volume and
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profit.1
To avoid the control of middlemen
In some Asia countries, such as Malaysia, Thailand
and Indonesia, the governments have adopted policies to
gradually exclude the middlemen. Concrete policies
implemented are the collective importation of raw materials
for small industries by MARA (Majlis Amanah Raayat or the
Council of Trust for Indigenous People), a government
protection of native industries in Malaysia.(a similar
role is played by cooperative associations in Indonesia),
and the establishment of public sales agencies and the public
purchase of products for exportations in the Phillipines.2
In Singapore, it is therefore meaningful to set up a
public institution to carry out the distribution functions
for small industries. Cooperations in individual industries
can also reduce the degree of.middlemen's control.
1Richard M. Clewett, "Checking Your Marketing Channels,"
in Man ement Aids for Small Manufacturers: Annual No 9, ed.
by Bruce Goodpasture (Washington, D.C.: Small Business
Administration, 1963), p. 41.0
2Asian Productivity Organization, Finance Policies
For Small Industries in Five Asia Countries Philippines:
The APO Regional Information Unit, 1969), p. 11.
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To lower the distribution costs
Selection of a profitable channel involves a closer
examination of the distribution cost which is usually considered
as the guideline for evaluating the profitability of different
channels. Unless the contribution of alternative channels to
the profit of the firm is clearly determined, the scope for
improving the profit margin is dim.
To select the right distribution channels
Small industries have often the problem of selecting
distribution policy which are intensive, selective, and exclusive.
Intensive distribution means that a product is to be distributed
through many retail outlets.. Selective or exclusive distribution
means the distribution of products through a limited number of
outlets in a trading area.1
Several advantages are to be found both in an
intensive or a selective distribution policy. Gordon E.
Miracle has pointed out the criterias for choosing the
pattern of distribution. When the unit value is very
low when the significance of each individual purchase
is low when little time and effort are spent in the
1Milton P. Brown, Richard N. Cunningham, Walter
J. Salmon, and Ralph G. Sultan, Problems in I'arketing
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1968), pp. 297-298.
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purchasing process; when the rate of technological change is
low; when the product is not complex technically; when consumer
need little service; and when the frequency of purchase,
rapidity of consumption, and extent of usage are high, highly
intensive distribution usually is preferred over selective
distribution. At the other extreme, when the values of
characteristics are just the opposite, highly selective
distribution is the rule."1
In selecting distribution policy, Singapore's small
industries should take into consideration the nature of the
product, location of customers, size of purchase, and
competitive activity.
Promotion
The instruments of promotion-- advertising, personal
selling, sales promotion, and publicity-- have separate and
overlapping capabilities and require a careful definition of
the communication goals for their effective coordination.
Several promotional problems which had already been discussed
in Chapter III. In this section, we will discuss some
possible solutions.
1
Gordon E. Miracle,"Product Characteristics and




Promotion through individual firm is ineffective.
Therefore, a promotional centre should be established by
the government, in order to centralize all the promotional
works of Singapore's small industries' goods.
The functions of the promotion centre are considered
as follows:
1. To introduce accepted products to the public by:
A. Advertising them in daily, monthly, yearly on
English, Chinese, Malay, or Tamil newspapers
and programmes.
B. Introducing and exhibiting products in the
domestic and international trade fairs and
exhibitions.
2. To operate a display room in Singapore for small
industries so as to introduce Singapore's small
industries' products to foreign buyers.
3. To operate a product sample showroom for
conducting trade negotiations with foreign importers.
It is clear that most of the small industries cannot
do such kind of promotional works individually, an assistance
from the Singapore government is therefore indispensable.
Some Asia countries provide public assistance for the
promotional works for small industries.
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To participate in the trade fairs
The trade fair or display is widely recognized
medium for international trade promotion.
The Singapore Manufacturers' Association has been
invited to take part in 'The Aviv Fair' to be held in
Israel from May 23 to June 10, 'The Japan Electronics Show'
in Tokyo from $eptemeer 21 to Z7, and 'The ZGth International
Handicrafts and Do it Yourself Exhibition' in London from
August 25 to September 9, 1972.1 These are the opportunities
for Singapore's small industries to introduce their products
into the international markets.
The principal reasons for participating in a trade
fair or display are:
1. To find suitable foreign buyers, agents or
representatives.
2. To test the likely markets for their goods by
assessing reactions from consumers.
3. To facilitate the establishment of joint ventures
and manufacturing licensing arrangements.
4. To introduce the trademark of 'Made in Singapore'
for foreign consumers.
5. To reinforce the activities of agents already
selling Singapore goods.
1Editorial, The Straits Times, Singapore, March 27,
1972.
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6. To help the development of new products.1
To determine advertising objectives
The overall objective of advertising is to increase
sales. The various advertising objectives are stated as
follows:
1. To convince customers of superiority of a firm's
product or service.
2. To stimulate dealer interest in, and respect for,
the firm's product.
3. To make customer conscious of a need for the
product and what it will do for him.
4. To obtain favourable customer reaction to
introduction of a new product.
5. To portray possible new uses for established
product.
6. To reinforce a salesman's presentation.2
7. To build an image and improve the reputation
1Asian Productivity Organization, Symposium on Small
Business Development: APO Project No. SYP/II 66 (Japan: APO,
1966), p.254.
2H. N. Broom and Justin G. Longenecker, Small Business




From the foregoing objectives, the small industries
must select the right objectives, in order to establish their
advertising goals, achive the criteria of the successful
advertisements, such as the right media, the right time, the
right place, the right size, the right message.2
To establish advertising budget
The major recurrent advertising decision facing the
firms is how much to spend on advertising. Usually, advertising
appropriations will range from zero up to perhaps even beyond
50% of the sales price of the merchandise. Examples might be
Coca-Cola where cost per bottle will be approximately .005
cent per bottle to perfumes and patent medicines where
advertising will take 50 or more per cent of the selling price.3
There are several theoretical approaches to the
advertising budget. Such as Vidale and Wolfe's mathematical
1B. S. Staton, "When You Go to Market: The Mix" in
Manain the Small Com an, ed, by Russell Banks (New York:
American Management Association, Inc., 1969), p. 97
2Douglas W. Smallbone The Practice of Marketing
(London: Staples Press, 1965), p. 224.
3William Ahlers Nielander, op. cit., p. 70.
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model describing the sale's response to advertising.1
There are several common methods for setting the
advertising budget, such as percentage-of-sales method,
all-you-can-afford method, competitive-parity methuu,
objective-and-task method, and return-and-investment
method. Before any method is adapted, small industries
should appraise the advantages and disadvantages of each
method. 2
1The basic equation of Vidale-WvWolfe model is:
where
S = rate of sales at time t
increase in the rate of sales at time t
A = rate of advertising expenditure at time t
r = sales response constant (defined as the scales
generated per advertising dollar when S= 0)
M = saturation level of sales
=sales decay constant (defined as the sales lost
when A= 0)
See M. L. Vidale and H. B. Wolfe, An Operation-Research
Study of Sales Response to Advertising, Operations Research,
June, 1957, pp. 378-381.
2There are many recommendations concerned with the
methods of advertisin budget. Please refer to Joel Dean,
Managerial-Economics (N. J.: Prentice-Hall Inc., 1959),
pp. 364-375 C. A. Kirkpatrick, Advertising: Mass
Communication in Marketi (New York: Hongton Mifflin








To select the advertising media
Advertising media are selected according to the
marketing and advertising objectives. The Singapore's small
industries may use: newspapers, magazines, television, radio,
rediffusion, direct mail, point-of-sale material (posters,
show cards, etc.), outdoors posters, theatre slides and
films.
In some small factories the nature of the business
permits advertising through the appearance of the building
as well as through use of the windows.1
Even before selecting the media, the small industrialist
must be informed about his prospective customers-- who they
are, where they are, how many there are, what their needs
are, are all factors that will influence the media that
will be selected.2 However, it is difficult for small
industries to compare the different media and choose an
effective media.3
There are several criteria for the small industries
to evaluate or choose the advertising media. The simplest
method is that the small industrialists can try to calculate
1J. George Robinson, op. cit., P. 101,
2Pearce C. Kelley and Kenneth Lawyer, op. cit.,pp. 417-419
3See Appendix V.
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the cost per thousand persons reached by the particular vehicle,
and then to compare them and to choose the lowest cost-per-
thousana media, l but this criterion has several weaknesses
which the small industries must consider.
Pricing
Pricing policies of Singapore's small industries have
already been discussed in Chapter iI, and we also searched
for the several pricing problems which the Singapore's small
industries t'acea in Cnapter III. Here, we shall discuss and
suggest some possible solutions and recommendations for the
small industries in Singapore.
Price is concerned with determining the right price
to move the right product to the right place with the right
promotion for the target market. The administration of prices
must be consistent with the other marketing policies concerning
product, place and promotion adopted by the firm. Thus price
policies support and implement other marketing decisions, and
other marketing decisions and actions must be in turn support
and implement price policies.2
1' Cost per thoudand= price of space or time unit x
100/ circulation of medium.
'H. Sutu, William C.C. Kung, Chien Min Chang, and
Chun Chiu Tam, op. cit., po. 10-11.
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To Set Adequate Price
Generally speaking, in a successful business, price
must be adequate to cover total costs plus some margin of
profit.
Therefore, the small industrialists must know all
the cost data, in order to set right prices for their products.
K. S. Lo, Chairman of the Hong Kong Management Association,
said, "To be able to compete effectively in the pricing of
your products, you will need accurate cost accounting, and
budgetary control over your activities."1
We suggest that the National Productivity Centre,
Singapore Institute of Standards and Industrial Research
and other educational institutes should offer more accounting
courses for the Singapore's small industrialists, especially
in cost accounting of small industries. And the government
should provide accounting system services for small industries
that results the small industrialists could follow the
formal accounting practice.
To Avoid Price Adjustment
It is recommended that the small industries should
1K. S. Lo, "Small Industries Play Big Economic Role,"
Hong Kong Manager, May-June,.1970, p. 13.
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not change their price arbitrary. Any contemplated initiated
price change carries great risks.l
in general, a company, to trade profitably, should
avoid resorting to price adjustments unless (a) to relieve
a bad financial position such as heavy investment in
inventory, (b) to establish itself in a new market, or (c) to
introduce a new product.2 Even then, all these factors must
be carefully considered on the basis of their long term effects,
because trading on unsound cost structure in relation to
profitability will be in the long run bring the company, if
not to bankruptcy, at least to financial embarrassment.
If the small industries want to change the price,
whether the price is to be higher or lower, the small industries
should consider the responses of buyers, competitors, distri-
butors and suppliers. The success of the price change depends
critically on how the parties respond.
In order to understand the competi.tor's possible
reactions to a price cutting, logical flow models could be
used.
1Philip Kotler, op. cit., p. 369.
2W. H. Newton, "Financial -Policy in Relation to
Marketing Objectives," in Report of Seminar on Marketing
Policy and Research, (Tokyo: APO, 1963), pp. 36-42.
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To Meet Competitor's Price Change
As the above analysis shows the small industry has
to meet a price competition. This is particularly true when
the price is cut in a homogenous product market. Under then
situations, we suggest that the Singapore's small industry
should consider the following questions in order to decide
how to react:
Why did competitor change his price?
Was it to steal the market, to meet changing cost
conditions, or to evoke a calculated industry-wide price
change to take advantage of total demand?
Is the competitor intending to make his price change
temporary or permanent?
`What will happen to the company's market share (and
profits) if it ignores the price change?
What is the competitor's (and other firm's) response
likely to be, to each possible reaction?
Are the other companies going to ignore the price
changes?
After the small industries have answer all the
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Start For cases where prices are initially
the same and competitor is operating
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MODEL OF A COMPETITOR'S REACTION TO A PRICE CUT
See William F. Massy and Jim D. Savvas, Logical Flow
Model for Marketing Analysis, Journal of Marketing, XXVIII
(January. 1964). 32.
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questions, then it can make a decision on whether to change
the price or not.
Furthermore, William Mason Morgenroth used the binary
flow chart to study and simulate price decisions.l Morgenroth
was eventually able to develop a program in the form of a
binary flow chart which predicted price reactions with a high
degree of accuracy, and it could serve as a tool for investi-
gating the effectiveness of alternative price reaction rules.
In conclusion, price is an important weapon to increase
sales, it must be used with caution. The price policy should be
determined to make the product acceptable, maintain the exis-
ting market in the face of competition, and produce highest
profits.
Cooperative Marketing
The small industries may enjoy the basic economic ad-
vantage of large companies through group activit.Le., and coope-
rative endeavours. There are problems which can be solved in-
dividually by small industries. However, they may be tackled by
combined endeavour. A number of small industries may join
together to carry out certain group activities for their
1William Mason Morgenroth, "A Method for Understanding
Price Determinats," Journal of Marketing Research (August
1964), 17-26
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mutual benefit. By group activities, there is no need for
a change in ownership of various involved, nor is there a
need for loss of their independence. They are only there
to achieve their objectives of seeking practical solutions
activities may include group buying, group selling and
exporting, and group manufacturing.l
In Singapore, it is necessary to have cooperative
marketing for small industries. The uneconomical operations
and the excessive competition resulting from lack of mutual
assistance and cooperation can be minimized-if small indus-
tries are to organize themselves into effective and strong
cooperatives or associations.2
Advantages of cooperative marketing for small industries
There are several advantages of cooperative marketing
for small industry:
1. In domestic market
A. Contracts through cooperatives will create
a tremendous increase in demand for the products
1Hsin Sutu, Smaller Business Development( a er
presented at Forum IPCCIOS III Conference, Hong Kong,
October 1-5, 1968).
2Soo Meng Yeo, op. cit., p. 3.
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of small industries. In Malaysia and Indonesia,
the cooperative associations had adopted the
policy of making collective purchases of raw
materials and supplying them to small industries.1
B. Cooperative marketing may reduce marketing costs.
Considerable savings in distribution costs and
marketing expenses can be effected through
cooperative selling. The number of salesmen
and advertising cost can be reduced.
2. In foreign markets
A. Cooperative members can secure the information
they need from foreign markets. Small industries,
through cooperative marketing, can afford to send
representatives abroad to explore new overseas
markets and promote sales for their common
benefits.2
B. To improve the cenpetitive position in foreign
markets, Standardization and inspection
facilities should be provided and technical
assistance and management guidance should be
1Asian Productivity Organization, Finance Policies for
Small Industries in Five Asian Countries (Philippines: The APO
Regional Information Unit, 1969), pp. 5-6.
2H. Sutu, "The Importance and Problems of Smaller
Business," Hong Kong Manager, March-April, 1965, p. 19.
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rendered through the cooperatives.
C. To reduce production cost and motivate export,
small industries should be given opportunities
to set their own organization through which
raw materials can be secured at lower prices,




With regard to financing, small industries suffer from
shortage of capital funds. According to the recent statistics,
banks in Singapore have in fact come a long way in meeting the
credit needs of the industries, both large and small. The
proportion of bank lendings to the manufacturing sector rose
from 10.5% in 1963 to 34.1% in 1970 while bank lendings for
general commerce declined from 54.8% to 31.3% for the same
periods.1 But there is no breakdown in the statistics of the
lendings to large and small industries. The manufacturing
1Singapore, Department of Statistics, Yearbook of
Statistics, 1970 (Singapore: The Government Printing Office,
1972), p. 106.
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sector as a whole has received increased credits from the commer.
cial banks.
Or. the other nand, the Loan Scheme currently run by
the Light Industries Section of the Development Bank of
Singapore makes available both short and medium term loans
not exceeding S$150,000 each to small industries to meet
their working capital and fixed investment needs.l Therefore,
it is suggestea that the government ought to offer most or
the financial assistance, and the small industries can try
to borrow from commercial banks as far as possible. For
example, some Asia countries have already established special
credit institutes such as the Small Business Finance Corporation
and the small business investment companies in Japan, Medium
Industry Bank in the Republic of Korea, National Cottage
Industries Bank in the Philippines, etc..2
Modernization of Manaement
In general, Singapore's small industrialists manage
1Chi Chang Chao, "Smaller Business Development"
(paper presented at Forum IPCCIOS III Conference, Hong
Kong, October 1-5, 1968).
2Kim Leong Ng, op, cit., p.2.
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their business under family proprietorship with characteristics
of pre-modern entrepreneurship. In other words, Singapore's
small industrialists like to have either their sons or close
relatives to succeed the ownership of their enterprises and to
operate them in accordance to the principle of self-dependence
or isolationism. in order to promote small industries towards
rationalization or modernization in management, it is recommended
that the National Productivity Centre or Singapore Institute of
Management should offer more training courses for owners of
small industries. Of course, the small industries, can also
use management consultants, if their financial condition is
allowed. Just as medical schools contribute to the community-
particularly that part of the community which cannot afford
the services of a high-priced specialist- so can university
staffs be available at a reasonable cost, to small business





Amidst the present trends towards large-scale
production and organization of big industries, small
industries continue to grow. They are more important today
both in number in the essential contributions they make to
the economic growth of Singapore than ever before.
According to the statistics, many small industries
have been formed and operated with success, but many also
failed. The success of small industries depends on the
abilities and vigour of owner-entrepreneurs. However, they
are not without problems or weaknesses, inefficiency in
marketing poses an essential small industries' problem.
In order to achieve more success in marketing, the
small industrialists in Singapore should take the rollowing
guidline into their marketing planning:
1. Selection of a product line that promises growing
demand.
2. A programme of new-product development to meet
changing demand: product improvement and
simplification.
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3. Maintenance of good personal relations.
4. Maintenance of a reasonable steady production
level by producing to inventory.
5. Addition of manufacturing facilities for the
purpose of lowering costs.
6. Adequate provision for distribution.
7. An adequate programme of advertising and sales
promotion.
8. Capacity expansion to meet the demand.
9. Establishment of a reputation for high quality
products.
10. Cost reduction through standardization.
11. Efficient arrangement of plant facilities.
12. Maintenance of adequate working capital.
13. Setting of right prices.
14. Group marketing activities.
To adopt the labor intensive techniques in small
industries is a rational decision for Singapore, through
which the manpower resources could therefore be full utilized
in the economic development. Government support and assistance
to the program of delopment should include marketing,
financial, technical and others. Product, channels of
distribution, promotion, and pricing must be well blended





LETTER OF THE SURVEY
THE LINGNAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
THE CHINESE UNIV,RaITY OF HUNG KONG
SHATIN, N.T. HONG KONG
March 1, 1972.
Dear Sir,
i am a second year student at the Lingnan Institute
of Business Administration, a graduate division of The
Chinese University of Hong Kong. In partial fullfilment of
my graduation requirement, I am writing a thesis entitled
"Marketing Problems of Small industries in Singapore".
At the present moment, I am conuucting a survey on
the Marketing or Small Industries in Singapore on which my
master thesis is based.. The result would expect to improve
the marKe Ling f small industries anti accelerate the growth
of small industries. I therefore send you a set of question-
naire for the collection of the relevant information.
I would be most grateful if you would kindly complete
the enclosed questionnaire (either in English or Chinese) and
return it in the stamped, addressed envelope which is
enclosed. There is no need to sign the questionnaire.





QUESTIONNAIRE ON MARKETING OF SMALL INDUSTRIES SURVE Y
All Information Supplied Will Be Treated In The Strictest
Confidence
(Please place a in C for your answer)
I. General
1. Line of products
2. Capital: Authorized (for Ltd. Co. only) S$
Paid up S$
3. Average number of employeeb in 1971
II.Local Sales I. Based on 1971)
1. Percentage to total sales:
75% and above 5O%-74% 1
25%-49% Less than 25%
2. Channels of distribution: Yes No
A. Direct sales to condumers and/or industrial
buyers
B. Sales to wholesalers
c. Sales to retailers
D. Sales througgh commission men/selling agenes
E. Please list other channels or distribution.
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A. Percentage of storage to cost of sales. About %
B. Percentage of packing to cost of sales. About %
C, Percentage of transportation to cost of sales.
About %
B. rercentage of advertising to cost of sales.
About %
E. Percentage of compensation to salesmen to
cost of sales. About %
Abo





F. Percentage of other sales expenses to cost of
sales. About %
5. Please answer the following questions in connection
with local sales:
Yes No
A. Would further expansion of local sales
make production of your firm more stable?
B. Does competition of imported goods cause
your firm difficulties in local sales?
C. Do you fed the lack of proper services from
middle-merchants (wholesalers, retailers etc.)
a cause of difficulties in local sales?
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D. Do you consider it necessary to operate
retail store(s) in order to engage in .
direct. retailing?
E. if your local sales are on credit basis,
does your firm have difficulties in
collection?
F.. Would it cause difficulties in sales if
your local sales were on straight cash fi.
basis?
G. Any problems connected with your proaucts..
themselves?
If yes, it is due to:
a) Insufficiency of standardization
b) Inadequacy of design
c) Difference in duality
H. Please list other different problems in connection
with local sales:
III. ports( Based on 1971)
1. Percentage to total sales
75% and above 50%-74%
25%-49% Less than 25%
Channels of exports:
Yes No
A. Direct orders from foreign buyers
b. Through export firms
C. Others: (please specify)





D. Do you consider it necessary to operate
retail stores in order to engoge in
direct retailing?
E.If your local sales are on credit basis,
does your firm have difficulties in
collection?
F.Would it cause difficulties in sales if
your local sales were on straight cash
basis?
G.Any problems connected with your proaucts
themselves?
If yes,it is due to:
a) Insufficiency of standardization
b) Inadequacy of design
c) Difference in quality
H.Please list other different problems in connection
with local sales:
III.Exports(Based on 1971)
1. Percentage to total sales;
75% and above 50% - 74%
25% - 49% Less than 25%
2. Channels of exports:










A. Percentage of storage to cost of sales. About
B. Percentage of packing to cost of sales. About
C. Percentage of transportation to cost of
sales. About
D. Percentage of advertising to cost of
sales, About
E. Percentage of other sales expenbe5 to
cost of sales.About°
5. Does your firm have the following difficult problems
in connection with exports:
Yes No
A. High cost of proauction as a result
of unstable orders.
B. Profit margin too low as a result of
very Keen competition in foreign
markets.
C. Export firm as middle merchants take
too much share of profit
D. Difficulties in finding proper way
to contact buyers overseas have
prevented your firm from actively
engaging in direct exports.
E. Difficulties in financing due to the
lack of proper support from commercial
banks.
G. Products frequently cannot imeet the
requirements of foreign buyers,
If yes, it is due to:
Prices Quality Style or fashion
H. Please list other difficult export problems con-
fronted by your firm:
Thank you very much.
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Aopendix III
SUMMARY DATA OF THE SURVEY
TABLE 1
NUMBER OF FACTORIES BY INDUSTRY
Number of PercentageIndustry
Factories of Total
Food & beverages 8 22.2
4 11.1Textiles & garments
9 25.0Wooa paper products
3 8.3Rubber & leather products
1 2.8Chemicals & chemical products
1 2.8Non-metallic mineral products







PERCENTAGE OF LOCAL SALES
Percentage of Local Sales PercentageNumber of
of Total Sales Factories of Total
75% and over 14 38.9
50%- 74% 5 13.9
25%- 49% 7 19.4









Total 36 36 36
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TABLE 4
CHANNELS OF DISTRIBUTION IN LOCAL SALES
Channels Number of Factories
Direct sales to consumers









Channels Number of Factories
Direct orders from foreign buyers 20
Through export firms 24
A sampled factory may use one or more channels.
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TABLE 6
PERCENTAGE OF STORAGE COST OF LOCAL SALES
Percentage of Storage PercentageNumber or
cost of Local Sales Factories of Total
0.0- 1% 9 25.0
1.1-2% 8 22.2
2.1- 3% 3 8.3
3.1-4% 3 8.3
4.1- 5%, 1 2.8
5.1-10% 2 5.6
10.1% and above 0 0




PERCENTAGE CF PACKAGING OF LOCAL SALES
PercentagePercentage of Packing Number of












PERCENTAGE OF TRANSPORTATION COST OF LOCAL SALES
Percentage of Transportation
PercentageNumber of
of Local Sales Factories of Total
0.0 - 1% 10 27.8
4 11.1
2.1 - 3% 3 8.3
3 91 - 4% 3 8.3
4.1 - 5% 0 0
45.1 - l0% 11.1
10.1% and above 3 8.4





PERCENTAGE OF ADVERTISING EXPENDITURES OF LOCAL SALES
Percentage of Advertising
































PERCENTAGE OF SALESMEN'S COMPENSATION OF LOCAL SALES
Percentage of Salesmen's PercentageNumber of
Compesation of Local Sales Factories of Total
0.0 - 1% 7 19.5
1.1 -2%- 8 22.2
2.1 - 3% 3 8.3
3.1 - 4% 2 5.6
4.1 - 5% 1 2.8
5.1 - 10% 2 5.6
10.1% and above 0 0





Compensation Method Number of Factories
Straight salary 12





PRODUCTS NOT MEETING THE REQUIREMENTS OF FOREIGN BUYERS
Reasons Number of Factories





PROBLEMS OF DOMESTIC MARKETING
Number ofProblems
Factories
Further expansion of local sales woula mak
production of the firm more stable 24
Competition of imported goods cause the
firm difficulties in local sales 16
Lack of proper services from middle-
merchants cause the firm difficulties
in local sales 13
Necessary to operate retail store(s) in
order to engage in direct retailing 10
If the local sales are on credit basis
the firm have difficulties in collection 24
It would cause difficulties in sales if
the local sales were on straight cash
basis 21










TERMS OF PAYihINT IN EXPORTS









PERCENTAGE OF STORAGE COST OF EXPORTS
Percentage of Storage PercentageNumber o i
cost of Exports Factories of Total
0.0- 1% 3 BA
1.1-2% 3 8.4
2.1-3% 19.4
3.1- 4% 4 11,1
4.1- 5N C 0
5.1- 10% 2 5.6





PERCENTAGE OF PACKING COST OF EXPORTS
Percentage of Packing PercentageNumber of
Cost of Exports Factories of Total.
0.0- 1% 0 0





10.1% and above 2 5.6




PERCENTAGE OF TRANSPORTATION COST OF EXPORTS
Percentage of Transportation PercentageNumber of
Cost of Exports Factories of Total
0.0- 1% 0 0
1.1- 2% 9 25.0
2.1 3% 1 2.8
3.1- 4% 1 2.8
4.1- 5% 2 5.6
5.1- 10% 6 16.6
10.1% and above 0 0




PERCENTAGE OF ADVERTISING EXPENDITURE OF EXPORTS
Percentage of Advertising Number of Percentage
Expenditure Exports Factories of Total
0.0-1% 14 38.9
1.1- 2% 3 8.3
2.1- 3% 0 0
3.1- 4% 0 0
4.1- 5% 0 0
5.1-10% 0 0
10.1 and above 0 0




PROBLEMS IN SLLLINU PRODUCTS IN OVERSEAS
Number ofProblem6
Factories
High cost of production as a result of unstable
orders
16
Profit margin too low as a result of very keen
competition in foreign markets 2U
Export firm a8 middle merchants take too much
share of profit 6
1iifficulties in finding proper way to contact
buyers overseas 13
Difficulties in financing due to the lack of
proper support from commercial banks 6
Foreign governmental barrier 23





I. To the producer:
1. From the point of view of production, standardizatio
brings about:
A. Reduction in waste of manufacture through:
a. higher rates of industrial production,
b. more accurate estimating or production,
c. more effective stock control,
d. easier and more accurate supervision of work,
e. more permanent employment, and
f. greater increase in turnover.
2'. From the standpoint of marketing:
A. Establishes confidence in goods produced by:
a. providing on honest, fair and nationally
recognised basis of trade,
b. setting up limits for definite classification
and grading,
c. creating a better understanding between the
buyer and the seller,
1'R.E.Racela, "Standardization as a means to market
development and promotion", in Small Indu str Y Bul l et in for
Asia and the Far East,. No. 4 (New York: Economic Commission
for Asia and the Far East, 1966), p. 151.
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d.. providing a fair basis for competition, and
e. permitting selling by feature and by seamplesa
B. Establishes a basis for certification of quality:
a. proper labels, and
b. proper packing practices.
II. To the distributor:
1. Provides a basis for:
A. Selection of stock, and
B. Advertising and selling.
2. Brings about reduction of overhead through:
A. Proper handling,
B. Proper accounting,
C. Shortened selling time, and
D. Quicker deliveries.
III. To the consumer:
1. Standardization ensures:
A. An adequate assurance of quality,
B. A better chance for redress or replacement,
C. A greater chance to compare values, and
D. More definite ideas on costs and prices.
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Appendix V
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF ADVERTISING MEDIA
Media Advantages Disadvantages
Television 1. Conviction l High absolute
cost
2. Combines movement and
spoken word in the home 2. Advertisements
are ephemeral.




5. Media flexibility: can




changed at short notice
7. Trade reaction usually
very favourable.
Newspapers 1. Permanence: reader can 1. High cost/1,000
return to the advertise- reader
ment
2. Printing quality
2. Authority: advertisement sometimes very
borrows some of the read- low
er' s loyalty to the paper
3.. Makes-up: freq-
3. Size: large advertisements ts uenily very
are conspicuous in relat-- crowded and
complicated withively thin papers
high number of
4. copy: intricate statements is advertisements.
can be printed for study
at home
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5. Media flexibility: Can
cover any group of popul-
6. Local promotion: can tie
in with dealer's efforts
7. Authority: papers very
real and friendly to
readers.
Magazines 1. Low cost/1, 000 readers 1. Readership
with large coverage subject to
many influence
2. Permanence: reader can e.g. position
return soothe advertisement in paper, iris--
pact of dramatic
3. Authority: advertisement news
borrows some of the reader' s
2. Impact diffi-loyalty to the paper
cult to achi-
4.Size: large advertisements eve except in
are conspicuous in relat- big space
ively thin papers
3. Media flexib-
5. Copy: intricate statements ility almost
are printed ror study at non-existent
leisure and limited
variety of
6. Favourable impression on publications.
traders. Mostly for
women.
Specialized 1. Permanence: reader can l. Very compet-
magazines return to the adverzi5e- itive climate,
ment adjacent to
directly comp-
2. Authority: advertisements etitive advert-
borrow some of the reader's ising
loyalty to the paper
3. copy: intricate statements 2. Thick magazine E
can be printed for study crowded with
at leisure advertising,




Posters 1, Media rlexibility: can 1. Information about
be posted in any numbers actual readership
down to one, in almost and effect is
every populated area imprecise
2. Colour and impact can 2, Creative limitat-
be considerable with ions considerable,
large posters very short messo e
required for quick




Source: Douglas W. Smallbone, The Practice of Marketing
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9九 、 經 由 標 準 化 以 減 低 成 本 ；
十 、 有 效 利 用 廠 房 設 備 ；
十 一 、 保 留 適 當 的 流 動 資 金 ；
十 二 、 訂 立 合 理 的 價 格 ；
十 三 、 集 體 市 場 推 銷 活 動 。
總 之 ， 新 加 坡 小 型 工 業 在 整 個 經 濟 中 是 不 可 忽 視 的 一
環 。 今 後 小 型 工 業 的 發 展 ， 除 了 政 府 給 予 更 多 的 支 持 與 協
助 外 ， 小 型 工 業 本 身 更 應 自 力 更 生 ， 力 求 發 展 ， 尤 其 是 在
產 品 、 推 銷 途 徑 、 廣 告 、 訂 價 等 方 面 求 得 更 佳 的 組 合 ， 才
能 收 到 更 大 的 效 果 。
8新 加 坡 小 型 工 業 在 市 場 推 銷 計 劃 中 ， 可 採 取 下 列 各 種 準 則
：
一 、 選 擇 最 佳 的 產 品 線 ；
二 、 擬 定 新 產 品 發 展 計 劃 ， 以 適 應 需 求 的 改 變 ；
三 、 維 持 良 好 的 人 事 關 係 ；
四 、 保 持 合 理 的 生 產 水 平 ；
五 、 增 加 生 產 設 備 ， 以 減 低 成 本 ；
六 、 提 供 適 當 的 分 配 網 ；
七 、 編 製 合 理 的 廣 告 計 劃 ；
八 、 建 立 高 品 質 的 美 譽 ；
7四 、 為 了 制 定 適 當 的 訂 價 政 策 ， 小 型 工 業 家 應 儘 量 避 免 價
格 調 整 ， 以 及 訂 立 適 當 的 價 格 。
推 銷 合 作 ： 由 於 小 型 工 業 可 在 集 體 的 推 銷 活 動 中 取 得
各 種 利 益 ， 因 此 ， 合 作 推 銷 大 有 鼓 勵 的 必 要 。
其 他 方 面 ： 政 府 應 給 予 小 型 工 業 以 資 金 援 助 ， 並 加 速
管 理 現 代 化 。
結 論
從 有 關 的 統 計 資 料 中 可 以 看 出 ， 新 加 坡 許 多 小 型 工 業
的 經 營 甚 為 成 功 。 為 了 在 市 場 推 銷 方 面 取 得 更 大 的 成 功 ，
6構 ， 專 門 負 責 小 型 工 業 市 場 推 銷 的 事 宜 。 例 如 設 立 世 界 性
貿 易 專 員 ， 舉 辦 海 外 交 易 會 ， 建 立 出 口 信 用 保 險 制 度 ， 遣
派 小 型 工 業 貿 易 代 表 團 出 國 考 察 ， 僱 用 專 門 出 口 聯 絡 官 等
等 。
市 場 計 劃 ： 為 了 擬 定 生 產 計 劃 ， 首 先 應 從 事 市 場 調 查
， 加 強 管 理 ， 力 求 標 準 化 ， 改 進 品 質 ， 促 進 設 計 ， 改 善 包
裝 。 其 次 ， 為 了 增 加 推 銷 途 徑 的 效 力 ， 小 型 工 業 應 避 免 中
間 商 的 控 制 ， 減 低 推 銷 成 本 ， 選 擇 適 當 的 推 銷 途 徑 。 第 三
， 為 了 增 加 推 廣 ， 筆 者 建 議 政 府 應 給 予 各 種 協 助 ， 參 與 交
易 會 ， 擬 定 廣 告 目 標 ， 編 製 廣 告 預 算 ， 選 擇 廣 告 媒 介 。 第
5， 組 織 不 健 全 ， 海 外 市 場 的 重 重 障 礙 與 限 制 ， 以 及 生 產 技
術 的 困 難 等 等 。
一 些 建 議
為 了 使 小 型 工 業 家 更 有 效 地 推 銷 其 產 品 ， 筆 者 建 議 應
採 取 下 列 各 種 方 針 ：
政 府 協 助 ： 迄 今 為 止 ， 新 加 坡 政 府 已 頒 佈 許 多 法 案 ，
以 刺 激 小 型 工 業 的 發 展 ； 同 時 許 多 政 府 機 構 都 直 接 或 間 接
扶 助 小 型 工 業 的 成 長 。 我 們 建 議 ： 新 加 坡 政 府 應 平 等 協 助
大 小 工 業 ， 給 予 同 等 的 利 益 。 同 時 ， 新 加 坡 政 府 應 設 立 機
4支 出 ， 自 難 選 擇 廣 告 媒 介 。 在 此 種 情 況 下 ， 廣 告 何 能 產 生
最 大 的 效 力 。
在 訂 價 方 面 ： 一 般 而 言 ， 小 型 工 業 家 常 以 低 價 格 將 產
品 售 與 批 發 商 ， 缺 乏 成 本 會 計 師 的 服 務 ， 難 以 估 計 需 求 與
成 本 ， 以 及 不 經 濟 的 小 規 模 生 產 。
其 他 難 題 ： 經 濟 、 法 律 及 文 化 環 境 都 影 響 到 小 型 工 業
的 市 場 推 銷 計 劃 與 決 策 。 僅 有 二 百 萬 人 口 的 新 加 坡 ， 不 易
為 許 多 小 型 工 業 提 供 足 夠 的 國 內 市 場 ； 在 多 元 種 族 社 會 中
， 不 同 嗜 好 與 消 費 習 慣 常 導 致 某 些 小 型 工 業 品 的 國 內 市 場
減 少 ； 法 律 的 限 制 也 是 重 要 因 素 之 一 。 此 外 尚 有 資 本 缺 乏
3新 加 坡 小 型 工 業 面 臨 重 重 的 市 場 推 銷 難 題 。 在 產 品 方
面 ： 主 要 的 困 難 是 缺 乏 標 準 化 ， 品 質 低 劣 ， 設 計 欠 佳 ， 無
生 產 計 劃 部 門 ， 忽 略 市 場 變 化 ， 生 產 規 模 極 小 和 包 裝 技 術
甚 差 等 等 。
在 銷 售 途 徑 方 面 ： 貨 欲 暢 其 流 ， 必 須 要 有 完 善 的 銷 售
途 徑 結 構 。 但 新 加 坡 小 型 工 業 在 此 方 面 也 遭 遇 到 各 種 障 礙
， 諸 如 受 控 於 中 間 商 ， 難 於 尋 找 合 適 之 中 間 商 ， 缺 乏 市 場
推 銷 知 識 ， 以 及 賖 賬 的 危 險 。
在 廣 告 方 面 ： 增 廣 銷 路 ， 廣 告 是 最 佳 的 推 廣 工 具 。 但
是 ， 這 多 小 型 工 業 家 都 忽 視 了 廣 告 的 作 用 ， 以 少 量 之 廣 告
2市 場 推 銷 活 動
根 據 實 際 調 查 所 得 的 資 料 指 出 ， 新 加 坡 小 型 工 業 以 國
內 市 場 為 主 。 但 不 論 是 本 銷 或 外 銷 ， 常 無 生 產 計 劃 ， 其 產
品 甚 少 創 新 ， 且 品 質 略 差 。 在 銷 售 途 徑 方 面 ， 以 批 發 商 和
出 口 商 為 主 。 廣 告 開 支 極 少 ， 絕 大 部 份 的 小 型 廠 商 其 廣 告
費 用 僅 佔 總 成 本 的 百 分 之 一 或 少 於 百 分 之 一 。 小 型 工 業 家
對 產 品 的 訂 價 也 甚 感 棘 手 ， 尤 其 是 對 出 口 品 的 訂 價 政 策 ，
更 感 困 難 。
面 臨 困 難
1新 加 坡 小 型 工 業 的 市 場 推 銷 問 題
黃 添 才
小 型 工 業 在 新 加 坡 的 經 濟 發 展 中 ， 扮 演 着 極 其 重 要 的
角 色 。 它 不 僅 提 供 了 許 多 就 業 機 會 ， 增 加 工 業 品 生 產 量 ，
賺 取 大 量 外 匯 ， 提 高 國 民 所 得 ， 同 時 亦 為 新 加 坡 各 大 工 商
企 業 培 養 各 種 經 理 人 才 。
有 關 統 計 數 字 顯 示 ， 新 加 坡 小 型 工 業 的 工 廠 數 目 和 就
業 人 數 皆 與 年 俱 增 ， 惟 其 成 長 率 在 一 九 七 ○ 年 已 告 衰 退 ，
前 途 未 可 樂 觀 。


